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"Response to RFI on Private Initiatives to Develop Consolidated SNF Storage Facilities”.

Here are my comments on DOE's proposal to put nuclear waste in consolidated storage.

"Response to RFI on Private Initiatives to Develop Consolidated SNF Storage Facilities”.

1
Stop making it. The only truly safe, sound, just solution for the radioactive waste problem, is to not make it in
the first place.
2
Expedite the transfer of irradiated nuclear fuel from densely‐packed “wet” storage pools
<http://www.beyondnuclear.org/radioactive‐waste‐whatsnew/2014/5/28/fukushima‐lessons‐learned‐none‐nrc‐ends‐
consideration‐of‐exp.html> into Hardened On‐Site Storage (HOSS) dry casks <http://ieer.org/wp/wp‐
content/uploads/2010/03/HOSS_PRINCIPLES_3‐23‐10x.pdf> .
3
Store irradiated nuclear fuel in HOSS dry casks, as safely and securely as possible, as close to the point of
generation as possible, in a monitored, inspectable, retrievable manner.
4
Given the unavoidable risks of high‐level radioactive waste truck, train, and/or barge shipments on roads, rails,
and/or waterways, transport irradiated nuclear fuel only once, such as straight to a (suitable, acceptable, just) geological
repository, not to so‐called centralized interim storage <http://www.beyondnuclear.org/radioactive‐waste‐
whatsnew/2016/5/4/wcs‐de‐facto‐permanent‐parking‐lot‐dump‐in‐west‐tx‐for‐high.html> .
5
Geological repositories must be scientifically suitable (capable of isolating the hazardous high‐level radioactive
waste from the living environment forever), socially acceptable (genuinely consent‐based), and environmentally just.
Note that no such suitable/acceptable/just geologic repository has yet been found, in more than half a century of
looking. DOE has admitted it can’t open any repository (even an unsuitable/unacceptable/unjust one) till 2048 at the
earliest, more than a century after Enrico Fermi, in 1942, generated the first high‐level radioactive waste
<http://static1.1.sqspcdn.com/static/f/356082/16107103/1326916854883/Waste_70YearsHigh_2012.pdf?token=KzvwH
pLYT2tzEm4L%2Ffs2z4bXX1U%3D> , in the world’s first reactor, as part of the Manhattan Project to build atomic bombs;
and more than 90 years years after the first “civilian” atomic reactor began generating waste at Shippingport, PA.
6
Do not reprocess (extract fissile plutonium and/or uranium from) irradiated nuclear fuel
<http://static1.1.sqspcdn.com/static/f/356082/6963740/1274118829253/Reprocessingwebview.pdf?token=NyeX%2B11
Y0dEBut81kmME9aZGS6c%3D> . Not only would this risk nuclear weapons proliferation, and be astronomically
expensive; it would also very likely cause environmental ruin downwind and downstream of wherever it is carried out, as
has been shown at such places as Hanford Nuclear Reservation in Washington; Savannah River Site, South Carolina;
West Valley, New York; Sellafield, England; La Hague, France
<http://static1.1.sqspcdn.com/static/f/356082/9168094/1288289268547/France_Pamphlet_Summer20102.pdf?token=
7AV2jmfB5v8r2SgynmG9BT9Zaa0%3D> ; Kyshtym, Russia; etc.
7
Preserve and maintain “wet” storage pools – albeit emptied of irradiated nuclear fuel ‐‐ as an emergency back
up location for cask‐to‐cask HOSS transfers, when old HOSS casks deteriorate toward failure, and need to be replaced
with brand new HOSS casks. That is, do not dismantle pools as part of nuclear power plant decommissioning post‐
reactor shutdown.

8
Carefully pass information about storing irradiated nuclear fuel as safely as possible, as close to the point of
generation as possible, from one generation to the next, à la the concept of “Rolling Stewardship”
<http://www.ccnr.org/Rolling_Stewardship.pdf> described by the Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility.
9
Address the shortfall in funding for forevermore storage of high‐level radioactive waste. Dr. Mark Cooper of
Vermont Law School has estimated <http://www.nirs.org/radwaste/exhibitd2013‐12‐
16markcooperfinaldeclarationrespentfuelcosts.pdf> the first 200 years of commercial irradiated nuclear fuel storage
(assuming just a single repository, although at least two will be required!) will cost $210 to $350 billion, even though
there is only some tens of billions of dollars remaining in the now‐terminated Nuclear Waste Fund
<http://www.beyondnuclear.org/radioactive‐waste‐whatsnew/2013/11/20/court‐rulings‐revive‐yucca‐dump‐licensing‐
proceeding‐end‐col.html> , collected from nuclear power ratepayers.
Environmental justice, in keeping with Bill Clinton's 1994 Executive Order 12898 <https://www.epa.gov/laws‐
regulations/summary‐executive‐order‐12898‐federal‐actions‐address‐environmental‐justice> , demands that Native
American communities and lands, as well as those of other low income and/or people of color communities, never again
be targeted for high‐level radioactive waste parking lot dumps or permanent burial sites, a shameful form of radioactive
racism dating back decades in the U.S.
<http://www.nirs.org/radwaste/scullvalley/historynativecommunitiesnuclearwaste06142005.pdf>

Thanks you,
LeRoy Moore, PHD

